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Game Description
Our plan for “The Exit Pages” (working title) is to create an asymmetrical
cooperative multiplayer game in which two players are trying to find their way out
of a dungeon of multiple puzzles. However, only one player has the visuals and the
controls, while the other player is equipped with a set of text and image based
descriptions of certain parts of the dungeon, either available haptically or online. To
succeed, players must communicate with each other. Thus, the player on the
controls is feeding their partner, who is on the radio with information on their
environment, which they then answer with possible solution attempts and
directions, reasoned from the pages of information available to them.
The setting and story, which will be elaborated further later on, involves the
mysterious Slenderman, who guides an innocent and lost person through a
randomly generated sequence of puzzle-rooms that guard his hiding-place with the
help of his infamous “eight pages”.
On a technical level, the game appears as a first-person single player game. The
multiplayer aspect comes to pass outside of the technical implementation, as the
information for the radio player is available externally. The visual style will appear
as a dark and recently abandoned office building that is explored using a flashlight.
The game will contain a variety of different puzzles, some more similar to each
other and some more distinct, that each fill a single room in the dungeon. However,
the sequence of these rooms will vary with each start of the game and taking a
wrong door in a room is punished severely, aiding replayability.

Slenderman
After years and years of living in the woods, Slenderman decided to look for a new
residence somewhere in the city. However, when trying to change his place of
residency at his local administration building, the unspeakable happened: his visa
expired!
To save himself from deportation, Slenderman hides in an old abandoned office ...
which is apparently so well hidden that no one ever finds him.
Fast forward a couple years later, a lone student visits the administration office to
request a couple of documents for her BAföG application. However, after wandering
through the halls for what felt like ages, she needs to come to terms with the fact
that she is horribly lost. Suddenly, she stumbles upon an old, once abandoned
office, now inhabited by a mysterious but friendly creature:  Slenderman’s new
hideout. Touched by her story, Slenderman decides to use his navigation notes that
he made during the years, to help her out of the administration building. And
hopefully she arrives at the exit before dawn, when the chaos of bureaucracy
ensues again.
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Multiplayer Mechanic
The game’s multiplayer is based around two different player roles, the student in
the dungeon and Slenderman on the radio. Roles have to be decided before the
game starts. The puzzles the student encounters cannot be reliably solved without
help, e.g. with trial and error, as using the wrong items or choosing the wrong door
is punished with loading a previous checkpoint, a loss of remaining time on a
countdown or something similar (yet to be decided).
The gameplay usually involves the following dialogue: the student player will
describe their environment and objects that catch their eye. The Slenderman player
will then search their eight pages for information involving the described objects
and ask questions that might narrow down the possible room descriptions they
have available. After answering these questions and probing different possible game
actions in the room, the student player will try to follow the descriptions of the
Slenderman player to solve the puzzle and leave through the correct door.
This multiplayer gameplay concept of two players with different roles and different
information in front of them has already been realized in other games, most notably
in “Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes” and “We Were Here”.

Technical Achievement
Our goal is to create an interesting, randomized environment using the Unreal
Engine. Puzzle games often run into the challenge of either becoming mundane too
quickly due to repetition, or else being too abstract to be easily solvable. Thus our
main challenge will be to make sure that the rooms are overlapping in order not to
give away the solution too quickly, while also making sure that the rooms stay
unique and the puzzles clearly solvable.
In order to achieve this, we plan to build custom algorithms for the room content
generation and order randomization. The first algorithm will randomize the order of
the rooms and the pages, while the second algorithm will randomize the contents of
each room as well as the corresponding puzzle solution. This approach will likely
straddle the line between completely random content generation and completely
pre-configured environments. We plan to use certain core features across the
rooms, yet build in both enough overlap between the rooms as well as enough
differentiating elements. We believe that this approach will add interesting and
non-repetitive visuals to the game, while also facilitating replayability.
Our challenging constraint will be the static eight pages of notes, which will need to
remain applicable to any room order and configuration that our algorithm outputs.
Our hope is to build a system where each new game yields a seemingly different
environment, which is nonetheless solvable with these same eight pages of notes.
We believe that a successful demonstration of this design approach would be a
valuable exercise and resource for future extensions in the puzzle game genre.
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"Big Idea" Bullseye
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Development Schedule and Tasks

Layered Task Breakdown
Functional Minimum

Camera & player movement
First level (only one room with 1 - 5 puzzles)
Basic interactions
Basic pages

Low Target
Basic assets
Basic menu
Randomization of one room

Desired Target
Additional rooms with randomization
Randomized order of rooms
Sound and music
Polished menus
Narrative
Better pages

High Target
Polished levels
More diverse models
More diverse puzzles

Extras
Multiple levels
Virtual Slender Scene with additional tasks for Slenderman or AR pages
Networking, more intricate Slender tasks
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Timeline

Milestones & Task Distribution
I. Game idea pitch

Task Assigned to Actual hours

Brainstorming All 6

Project document All 10

Presentation All 5

II. Game prototype

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Prototype All 20

Project
document &
presentation

Shyam,
Viktoria

15

Level design One room, one
simple puzzle

Maximilian,
Moritz

30
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III. Interim report

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Level design I First cycle, basic level
One Room with up to
five puzzles

Maximilian,
Moritz

20

Level design II Second cycle, refined
gameplay

Maximilian,
Moritz

20

Room
Generation

Room generation and
randomization
algorithms

Shyam 20

Puzzle design I Designing and testing
interactive
thought-through puzzles

Maximilian,
Moritz,
Shyam

15

Page Design I Simple first page layout Viktoria 10

Basic Assets Simple object models Maximilian 10

Basic Menu Start menu Moritz 5

Interactions Basic interactions with
puzzles and collectable
items

Viktoria 10

Camera & player
movement

First-person player and
camera movement
(student)

Viktoria 10

Project
document &
presentation

All 20
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IV. Alpha release

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Level design III Third cycle, similar
but distinct rooms

Maximilian,
Moritz

26

Better Menus Improved design,
pause menu,
narrative

Moritz 5

Better Assets Improved object
models

Shyam,
Moritz

20

Page Design II Better Pages Maximilian,
Viktoria

10

Sounds & music Maximilian,
Moritz

10

Game ending Winning conditions Shyam 10

Puzzle design II Maximilian,
Moritz

30

Room order Room algorithms Shyam,
Viktoria

15

Bug fixing All 20

Project document
& presentation

All 16
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V. Playtesting

Task Description Assigned to Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Playtesting
Survey

Create survey for
playtesters

All 8

Playtesting All &
Playtesters

50

Bug fixing All 30

Evaluation of
feedback

All 12

Make changes
based on
feedback

All 40

Project
document &
presentation

All 16

VI. Public presentation and conclusion

Task Description Assigned
to

Planned
hours

Actual
hours

Bug fixing All 30

Polishing Balancing puzzle
difficulty and player
contributions

All 40

Trailer Moritz 15

Project
document &
presentation

All except
Moritz

16
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Assessment
The target audience for our game will be any players who enjoy the puzzle genre,
and in particular puzzles that can be solved with a partner. We believe that our
game will fit well into this genre and could bring something fresh into the mix.
Having the ability to play two asymmetric roles means that each player will be
making a valuable contribution towards the end goal, instead of having an alpha
player syndrome that often plagues cooperative games. Furthermore, the random
room order would allow for a variable experience across games and thus increased
replayability.

While puzzle games can sometimes run into the challenge of being boring due to an
abstract nature, we believe that our game will offer an immersive and realistic
environment with enough variety and choices for the players. We also plan to add
carefully considered negative effects (punishments) for incorrect choices in the
game, which we believe will add to the challenge and appeal of the game.
Our chosen game setting (abandoned office building) as well as character
backgrounds (Slenderman and BAföG student) allows us the opportunity to engage
players with witty narrative and satirical bureaucratic references. We believe that
these elements, time permitting, would only serve to increase the immersion and
appeal of our game.

We want to evaluate our success in terms of the gameplay opportunities as well as
technical accomplishment. From a technical design perspective, a realization of our
game environment with the random room order generation will be a metric of
success for us. From a gameplay perspective, two slightly frustrated gamers yelling
at each other for their ‘incorrect instructions’ before diving into a new game once
again would be a great sign of accomplishment for us.
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Sketches

Left: Slenderman
Right: BAföG student

Left: Sketch of the game logic. First a
random algorithm outputs the
numbers 1 to 8 in random order which
determines the order of the rooms
and therefore also the pages which
need to be used. A second algorithm
randomizes the contents of the room
and the puzzles itself.


